Exercise 4

Use the underlined words to make questions.

Sandra is a journalist. She publishes her interviews in American newspapers.

How long ........... she ....................................................... her articles in the American newspapers?

My wife is learning Japanese.

.......... she ......................... Japanese before?

I met Cosby a few years ago. I know him.

How many years ........... you ......................... him?

I haven't done this for such a long time!

What ........... you ......................... instead of it all the time?

My hotel is quite prosperous. I run it myself.

How long ........... you ......................... the hotel?

She wanted to borrow some money from me.

.......... she ......................... the money yet?

I have a camera. I can take a picture of you.

Good idea! ........... you ......................... pictures for a long time?

It's 10 o'clock and he isn't here yet. I'm not going to wait for him any longer.

It's terrible. How long ........... you ......................... for him?